[Imaging and quantitative measurement of brain extracellular space using MRI Gd-DTPA tracer method].
To observe the diffusion of Gd-DTPA in brain extracellular space (ECS) by magnetic resonance imaging(MRI) and investigate the feasibility of ECS measurement by using MRI tracer method in vivo. 2 microL Gd-DTPA was introduced into ECS by caudate nucleus according to stereotaxic atlas in 8 Sprague Dawley(SD) rats (male, 280-320 g). The MRI scans were performed at 1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 9 h and 12 h respectively after administration. MRI appearances of Gd-DTPA diffusion and distribution was observed and compared. The MRI signal enhancement was measured at each time point. The neuroethology assessment was performed after MRI scanning at 12 h. The injection was accurate at the center of the caudate nucleus in 6 rats, while, at the capsula externa in other 2 rats. Gd-DTPA diffused isotropically after it was introduced into caudate nucleus, which spread into lateral cortex at 3 h. The MRI signal enhancement distributed mainly in the middle cerebral artery territory. A significant difference was found between the signal enhancement ratio at 1 h and that at 3 h in the original point of caudate nucleus (t=95.63, P<0.01), and the signal enhancement attenuated following the exponential power function y=1.7886x(-0.1776) (R2=0.94). In 2 rats with the injection point at capsula externa, Gd-DTPA diffused anisotropically along the fiber track of white matter during 1 h to 3 h, and spread into the lateral cortex at 6 h. The diffusion and clearance of Gd-DTPA in brain ECS could be monitored and measured quantitatively in vivo by MRI tracer method.